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ABSTRACT

Cities around the world are turning to non-motorized transport alternatives to help solve congestion and pollution issues. This paradigm shift demands on new infrastructure that serves and boosts local cycling rates. This creates the need for novel data sources, tools, and methods that allow us to identify and prioritize locations where to intervene via properly planned cycling infrastructure. Here, we define potential demand as the total trips of the population that could be supported by bicycle paths. To that end, we use information from a phone-based travel demand and the trip distance distribution from bike apps. Next, we use percolation theory to prioritize paths with high potential demand that benefit overall connectivity if a bike path would be added. We use Bogotá as a case study to demonstrate our methods. The result is a data science framework that informs interventions and improvements to an urban cycling infrastructure.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, walking and cycling trips are essential in cities that are compromised to shift to a more sustainable mobility. In this context, providing a connected and well designed infrastructure plays a key role in promoting cycling (Hull and O’Holleran, 2014; Heinen et al., 2015; Buehler and Dill, 2015). While much guidance has been done on the physical design (ITDP-México, 2011; Altrutz et al., 2010), little work has been focused on how to decide, prioritize, and choose places for cycling infrastructure investments. Efforts in that direction (Lovelace et al., 2017; Larsen et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014) are based primarily on survey data (online or household travel surveys) to develop a systematic, quantitative, and scalable methodologies for bike planning purposes. The Propensity to Cycle Tool (PCT) (Lovelace et al., 2017), is an online, interactive planning support system that was initially developed to explore and map cycling potential across England, based on total origin–destination data, the authors model and visualize fastest bike path routes at national scale, leaving the analysis and growth of the entire bicycle infrastructure network as a follow-up study. Larsen et al. (2013) develop a GIS-based, grid-cell model for bike facility prioritization and location, taking into account existing bicycle trips and short car trips, and integrating accidents data.
In recent years, transportation and city planning studies have taken advantage of data from personal-tracking devices and network science to better understand urban dynamics and inform planning. It has been well established that origin–destination matrices can be extracted from CDRs of mobile phones (Toole et al., 2015; Çolak et al., 2016; Florez et al., 2017) and GPS-equipped vehicles can act as sensors of traffic conditions (Geroliminis and Daganzo, 2008; Li et al., 2015), allowing to uncover patterns of individual and city level mobility (Alexander et al., 2015; González et al., 2008; Olmos et al., 2018; Hamedmoghadam et al., 2019). Using GPS data for Beijing, China, along with a quantitative framework based on percolation theory, two recent works (Li et al., 2015; Zeng et al., 2019) have studied the traffic organization at a network level. They have determined the critical speed index at which the global city traffic disintegrates into small and isolated clusters of local flows, which are connected by bottleneck links. Ganin et al. (2017), also inspired by percolation theory, characterize the resilience of the road network of 40 US cities. With their analysis they were able to understand how does a network recovers after a disruption. Yıldırımoglu and Kim (2018) used network science to understand people’s activities dynamics across Brisbane Metropolitan Area in Australia. They aggregated flows of different agents (i.e. private cars, buses and passengers) to make them comparable and used community detection to distinguish areas of activities along the city. Finally, in a study closely related to our approach, Bao et al. (2017) propose a data-driven approach to develop bike lane construction plans based on large-scale bike trajectory data. They introduce a flexible objective function to tune the benefit between coverage of the number of existing bike users and the length of their trajectories.

We propose a data analysis framework to prioritize bike paths at urban scale by integrating trajectories from biking applications with previously validated origin–destination matrices (ODs) extracted from mobile phone data (Florez et al., 2017; Toole et al., 2015; Çolak et al., 2016). First, we define the potential bike demand as a distance-based measure of the trips that could be done by bicycle. Using a rejection–sampling algorithm (von Neumann, 1951; Casella and Robert, 2004), we filter the trips extracted from phone data by a distance distribution. The chosen distance distribution emulates the obtained from a biking app. Having established this, the premise of the work is to design a bike path network that better serves our target distribution of trips. In doing so, we would select trips of drivers that could get out of the car (and not pedestrians), while also demanding global network connectivity with the minimum addition of links. To that end, after map matching the potential demand with the existing infrastructure, we obtain a weighted network of potential bike flow. Thus, we use a percolation analysis, similar to the developed in Li et al. (2015), that allows us to identify the minimal connected bike-path network that (1) covers the entire city and (2) is composed of the links with the highest bike flows. By subtracting the existing bike paths from the best connected component we obtain the links that the percolation proposes for having new bike infrastructure.

Performing this study in Bogotá, Colombia, is of great interest since the city has been making large efforts to increase the bike mode share. They have built one of the most extensive bike–path networks in the world. Today, the bike paths cover more than 500 km and cycling has a six percent share of daily trips (approx. 635,000 bike trips per day (Secretaría Distrital de Movilidad, 2015)). In the existing bike paths (called ciclorrutas) many segments are still not connected to the main network, and the infrastructure maintenance, renovation and management is slow and inefficient. These factors diminish the bike’s use and slow down the improvement of the city’s mobility. Nowadays, Bogotá’s city administration extracts the bike travel demand from bike traffic counts, mobility surveys, and opinion polls, but this information is limited and gets rapidly outdated. A toolkit that uses novel data sources and on-line resources will serve well the assessment to prioritize infrastructure interventions. While performed for this particular city, the framework can be replicated in any other cities using similar data sets. It requires geo–referenced census population, socio-economic information, bicycle trajectories, empirical estimates, overall OD demand, bike facilities, and road network infrastructure. It produces potential bike trips and proposes bike paths in addition to the existing infrastructure.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 1, we describe datasets and inputs used in this study. We then explain the methods used for processing GPS data and identifying potential bike trips, in Section 2. In Section 3, we first present comparisons of these results to estimates from surveys and counts from piezoelectric sensors. Next, we use modularity maximization to detect communities in the resulting bike trip network. We obtain a map of Bogotá composed of four main groups which, surprisingly, have a correspondence with the spatial distribution of the socioeconomic groups. Section 4 introduces a percolation-like framework that allows us to evaluate the global connectivity of the network. Applying the connectivity criterion, we propose new cycling infrastructure and perform spatial analysis to quantify how these interventions will distribute over the detected communities. Finally, we implement an algorithm which collects street-level imagery of road sections to intervene. With this tool, city decision-makers can remotely evaluate the viability of the proposed interventions visually.

1.1. Input and data description

To estimate the potential demand for bike mode in the city of Bogotá, this study leverages multiple sources of mobility data. The datasets and tools used to develop and demonstrate the capabilities of our methods are described as follows:

1. Origin–destination (ODs) matrices: From a previous work (Florez et al., 2017), we use OD matrices that model overall daily travel demand for the Bogotá metropolitan area. They cover a population over 9.5 million individuals and 659 towers distributed across an area of 477 km². They were extracted by coupling a large mobile phone data set and the population at the census block level. This trip’s network has 612 nodes (towers) and 103,487 weighted links, representing more than 9.8 millions of daily trips. In the same work, the phone based OD matrices were validated with the 2011 mobility survey of Bogotá (Secretaría Distrital de Movilidad, 2011).

We will refer to any type of cycleway as bike path, infrastructure or facility.
This dataset, which we refer as CDRs all trips, is the starting point to identify potential bike trips based on trip distance distribution.

2. Smartphone-based bicycle GPS data: The second dataset uses anonymized data collected through Biko, a smartphone application that encourages the use of the bicycle as a transportation mode (Biko, 2019). Riders win Biko points for each km they ride and can change them for goods in different local shops. This app was specially popular among cyclists in Bogotá during 2017. The dataset provided by Biko are GPS trajectories from April, 2017 to March, 2018, in which the position of a user is registered every few seconds. Each data point is identified by a user and an activity ID; we have 4,526 activity IDs corresponding to 2,507 users.

3. Census population dataset: We obtain a census population dataset at the city block level with their socio-economic status (SES), there are about 45,000 blocks classified by income in the city. This dataset is used for generating representative urban travel demand estimates, as well as, for analyzing the impact of possible new infrastructure and intervention according to the socio-economic features of various demographics. The socio-economic data in Bogotá has a high spatial resolution, every real state property is classified in a SES, from 1 to 6, representing resident’s income level from low to high, being 6 the highest. Other factors, such as quality of urban spaces and access to goods and services complement this classification, for details see Uribe-Mallarino (2008). In terms of socio-economic groups, 51.3% of the population is in the low-income bracket (SES 1 and 2), 44.4% in the medium-income bracket (SES 3 and 4) and, 4.4% in the higher-income bracket (SES 4 and 5) Secretaría Distrital de Planeación (2017).

4. Mobility surveys: For comparative purposes only, we use both the 2011 and the 2015 mobility surveys of Bogotá (Secretaría Distrital de Movilidad, 2011; Secretaría Distrital de Movilidad, 2015) and contrast their results to the output of our data analysis framework. The surveys provide detailed data of socio-demographic characteristics, modes of transport, age, gender, and types of daily activity. The samples comprises 15,500 (in 2011) and 28,025 (in 2015) households distributed across Bogotá and their surrounding municipalities. The metropolitan region is divided into 112 urban zonal planning units (UPZ), which are territorial units for planning urban development at the local level and for defining land-use and urban functions. Using the scaled-up bicycle trips from the surveys data and our potential bike trips, a comparison for trip productions and attractions was conducted at UPZ level.

5. Data from automated bicycle counters: As an effort to characterize non-motorized transportation (NMT), the Secretary of Mobility of Bogotá, or Secretaría Distrital de Movilidad de Bogotá (SDM), installed 12 bicycle counters (piezo–electric strips) along bike paths that run parallel to three major corridors of the city. These sensors collected data in each direction over 5 min periods during 588 days between 2016 and 2017. We contrast their 2017 data to the output of our potential demand.

6. Road networks, and on-line map platforms: In this study, we leverage on multiple capabilities of the OpenStreetMaps (OSM) project, an open source community dedicated to create and distribute free geographic data collected and served by thousands of volunteers across the world. For Bogotá, OSM has a very detailed road vehicular network along with a reasonable up-to-date data of the biking facilities. On it, one can distinguish different kinds of routes: physically separated cycle tracks (bike paths), on-street painted lanes, bicycle-only or multi-use roads. A core tool in our framework is their Open Source Routing Machine (OSRM) project(see Luxen and Vetter, 2011), an open-source efficient routing software, and also configurable and extensible. In particular, OSRM supports profiles that represent routing behavior and constraints for different transport modes such as car, bike and foot. In addition, it is also possible to create custom variations of these profiles like fastest/safest/greenest cycling profile. We use the back-end version of the OSRM for: (1) map-matching the Biko data to the street network, and (2) computing cycling routes for every OD pairs of the potential demand, using the underlying OSM road network infrastructure.

7. Existing and projected bike-paths network: For the case of Bogotá, the OSM geodata of the current state of the bike paths network is fairly updated, we thus will use them as the existing bike infrastructure. Additionally, the SDM provided us the shapefiles of the projected infrastructure updated to 2019.

2. Methods

2.1. Processing GPS bicycle trajectories

The Biko app identifies a single trip by an activity ID. However, since the beginning and end of an activity must be informed by the user, some users turn the app on, and forget to stop it when their trips ends. As a result, there are very long duration trips (e.g. 10 h) where the user is not riding all the time but making stops of different duration at different points.

To overcome this issue we parse the trajectory using the method proposed by Hariharan and Toyama (2004) adapted for our purpose, the code is detailed in Ref. Jiang et al. (2013). This method analyzes raw GPS data and classifies the records as whether the person is moving or staying in a place. They consider a stay as “spending some time in some place” and define it by two scale parameters, the roaming distance and stay duration. The roaming distance represents the maximum distance that an object can stray from a point location to count as a stay and a stay duration is the minimum duration an object must stay within the roaming distance of a point to qualify as staying at that location (Hariharan and Toyama, 2004). We use the method with a roaming distance of 0.1 km and a stay duration of 5 min and were able to classify each user record as whether the person is on the move or on a stay. Applying this method, divides each activity ID or individual trip of the Biko app into sub-trips in which the person is actually moving. The number of trips increased from 3,916 to 4,526 after the parsing.

The GPS data needs to be furthered treated since there are some points in the trajectories that present high speeds not compatible with bicycle trips, also known as hyperspacing. To that end, the speed between two consecutive points was calculated and any point with a speed higher than 30 km/h was removed. Fig. 1(b–c) show the final histograms for speed and travel time. Consistent with
cycling reports, we found an average speed of $v = 15(4)$ km/h for bikes on urban environments. To infer trip purposes, the beginning of each trip was classified as week or weekend and two separate histograms were generated with trip departure by time of the day (see Fig. 1(d–e)). Interestingly, the weekday histogram shows that the majority of the trips are conform to commuters behavior.

Once the bicycle GPS data is processed, we map matched it in the street network. The tool employed is the OSMR that takes as input GPS traces and the delta time between consecutive points and map matches it to the OSM street network. This step translates all the data into the same reference system (the OSM road network). In the raw data, if two users ride along the same street this cannot be noticed since most probably, they will not have the same coordinates for each point. The map match will associate each GPS point to a node from the OSM network and the result will be a sequence of nodes indicating the trajectory of each user. This can be also mapped into edges from the network. Edges of all users are added to create a weighted network in which the weight of the edge is the volume of users that passed by that link.

Fig. 1(a) shows the resulting flow network after the map matching procedure. Two features need to be mentioned. First, major corridors with bike paths attract the majority of Biko routes. Second, we do not see Biko users in most of the south bike paths of the city, a zone that corresponds mainly to low-income neighborhoods. This can be interpreted as socioeconomic bias in individuals using Biko. By coupling the home location of Biko users (origins of their earliest trip) with the census population dataset, we observe that 18.3% of users are low-income (SES 1 and 2), 54.7% middle-income (SES 3 and 4) and, 24.3% higher-income. There is then a clear mismatch with the empirical socioeconomic distribution in Bogotá, where only the 4.4% belongs to the higher-income class and the 51.3% to the lower one, see Section 1.1. Since the zones not covered by the Biko data correspond to low-income areas, we conjecture that the low access to smartphones and mobile internet services hamper the adoption of the Biko app.

2.2. Identifying potential bike trips

A growing body of evidence suggests that high-quality infrastructure encourage more people to cycle. The case of Bogotá supports the evidence, with a clear plan of improving and extending the bike paths network, their number of trips has increased from $\approx 421,000$ in 2011 to $\approx 635,000$ in 2015. To meet the needs of current cyclists and attract future ones, it is important to determine and intervene the best location for new bike facilities.

Using the OD matrices derived from mobile phone data, we estimate the potential cycling trips as a function of the straight-line (Euclidean) travel distances between origin and destinations, d. We do not use routed distance here, for simplicity and making it agnostic to the existing infrastructure. For cities with landscape imposed detours, this step needs to be reviewed.

We first explore potential bicycle trips as those in which $d$ is shorter than a certain cut-off $d_c$. We then assign these trips to the road network in OSM using the routing service from OSRM with the bicycle profile, which considers the shortest time path. Figs. 2(d) and 2(e) show the resulting daily flow network for the case scenario of $d_c = 4$ km and $d_c = 10$ km. In the first case, Bogotá’s workplace corridors are not attracting bike trips (empty zones), while in the second case some main corridors appear as broken up strips (compare to the Fig. 1(a)). In both cases, the distribution of trips looks concentrated in the south and north-west of Bogotá, a feature not observed in Biko results. When comparing the Euclidean distance distribution in the two datasets (Fig. 2(b)), we can observe that a large fraction of the OD trips are so short that they are easily accessable by walking. In order to plan for medium distance trips, we sample the trips from the CDRs such that $d$ distributes similarly to those observed in the Biko app.

To doing so, we implement a rejection-sampling algorithm (von Neumann, 1951; Casella and Robert, 2004) that works as follows. First, we find a reasonable distribution fitting to each dataset. For Biko trips, Fig. 2(a) shows that $d$ follows a gamma distribution, $f(d) = \frac{d^{\alpha-1}e^{-d/\beta}}{\Gamma(\alpha)\beta^\alpha}$, with mean 6.25 km and s.d. 4.03 km (i.e. $\alpha = 2.217$ and $\beta = 2.843$). In the case of the OD trips, Fig. 2(b), a reasonble fitting was done to a lognormal distribution, $g(d) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi d^2}}e^{-(\ln(d) - \mu)^2 / 2\sigma^2}$, with mean 6.10 km and s.d. 10.22 km (i.e.
Next, we find a scaling factor $k$, so that $kg(d)$ envelopes $f(d)$ entirely. It will just be the maximum ratio between the two distributions, $k = \max(f(d)/g(d))$, for all $d$. Finally, iterating over all OD pairs, with probability $\frac{f(d)}{kg(d)}$ we keep the $i$-th trip, otherwise we reject it. The hidden idea of this simple method is to assure that the probability of drawing the $i$-th trip is exactly $f(d_i)$. The resulting potential demand consists then of $4.1$ millions of bikeable trips, corresponding to the $42\%$ of the total daily trips.

Interestingly, after assigning the potential demand, the daily flow network is much better distributed in space, where the major corridors of the city serve the bulk of the bike trips, displaying a hierarchical structure and thus, much more satisfactory as potential bike trips from the empirical ODs. When comparing to the Biko flow network (Fig. 1), there is a clear consistency except for a small detail in the north-west region of Bogotá. Biko users prefer to use the Calle 80 corridor (see Fig. 2f) and inset) with bike paths, rather than Calle 72 (the next parallel corridor to the south), which is currently lacking bike facilities but shortens the routes according to OSRM software. Thus, the existence of bike infrastructure creates a deviation between our shortest-path assignment and the actual path taken by bikers. To reduce the impact of this issue, in the routing, we set the bike path speeds to $17$ km/h in the OSRM bicycle profile ($15$ km/h is the default value) such that bike paths have a slight advantage to be selected over the vehicular road segments. From here, all the results have been obtained using this configuration.

Due to a large number of short trips, a simple cut-off criterion does not estimate properly potential demand. This is satisfactorily achieved when we use the Biko distance distribution to identify potential bike trips. This supports the premise that a proper design of bike path networks should prioritize medium-distance trips. Otherwise, instead of getting drivers out of their cars, bike paths will mainly attract pedestrians, reducing the impact of cycling in the city’s mobility.

Note that our potential demand does not consider the elevation differences, a crucial factor in cycling. The reason is that the urban area of Bogotá is mostly flat, except for three residential areas located at the foothills of the north-eastern and southern hills of Bogotá, see marked zones in Fig. 1(a). However, if needed, integrating this factor in our methodology is relatively easy. Having the elevation profile of the city as external data, OSRM allows to load it in memory as node/ways features and then, one can penalize or ban them using a maximal slope cut-off, for details see Luxen and Vetter (2011).

It is important to emphasize that our potential demand is in contrast to the latent demand, which is based on behavioral models that would require demographic information from individual travelers, not available in the phone data records. Our potential demand acts as an upper bound of possible bicycle trips. We compare their magnitude with the estimates of bicycle trips based on surveys and path counters.
3. Results

3.1. Trip production and attraction

While we do not expect much a match between our potential demand and the empirical bike demand, our potential demand is not a latent demand, we look for a quantitative reference of the actual bike demand estimated by surveys and the potential scenario where 42% of all trips in the city are done by bike. Such comparison provides insights in the relative adoption of bicycle trips by origin and destination as of today vs. their actual potential based on the total travel demand.

The two last mobility surveys for Bogotá (Secretaría Distrital de Movilidad, 2011; Secretaría Distrital de Movilidad, 2015) show a large number of short bike trips. However, when comparing each other, those trips tend to reduce in that period. Instead, there is an increase of medium distance trips (5–10 km), and thus a shift on the average value of $d$, it went from 4.4 km in 2011 to 5.1 km in 2015 (see Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(d)). We then compare spatial distribution of origins and destinations for bike trips at a UPZ level. From both the potential and surveys data, we extract the daily trips originated in a zone (production) and the daily trips destinated for a zone (attraction). As expected, we find a small correlation between the observed in surveys and the potential demand, Fig. 3(b-c) and Fig. 3(e–f), with a small improvement in 2015. These comparisons are useful to highlight zones with large potential demand and low adoption or relative good adoption of bikes. For instance, the marked outliers in Fig. 3(e–f) correspond to two main workplace centers in Bogotá, namely: Chicó Lago and La Sabana. They are top producers and attractors of potential bike trips, but they have low adoption rates.

3.2. Piezoelectric sensor data vs Biko and potential demand.

A great limitation in the study and planning for bicycle demand is the absence of large data sources on empirical observations. In the case of Bogotá, the SDM has installed 12 permanent piezoelectric sensors along three bike corridors, see Fig. 4(a). We obtain the collected data by these sensors for 288 days in 2017, we aggregate them in weekdays (from 4 am to 10 pm), and then compute the average counted bicycles on a typical day for each location. We compare these daily bicycle traffic to both what observed in the Biko app and the volumes obtained from our potential demand. Before comparing, we should note that Biko reveals a local idiosyncracy. When a trip can be routed both by a bike path and a vehicular street, Bogotan cyclists sometimes may use them interchangeably (see Fig. 4(b)). Among the several reasons for this behavior, we should mention that local cyclists do that sometimes for avoiding assaults for stealing of their bicycles (Secretaría Distrital de Seguridad, 2018). Thus, for the comparison, Biko daily flows correspond to the sum of the flow in bike paths and the parallel vehicular street. For the potential demand, the $v = 17$ km/h configuration makes OSRM favors bike paths over vehicular streets, while still using the later (Fig. 4(c)).

Overall, we observe a reasonable correlation (Fig. 4(d–e)). In the case of Biko data, the dispersion of the points can be due to the socio–demographic biases that this application has. In the case of our potential demand, we find a remarkable correlation with the empirical observations. However, there are some places where the differences are significant. This is a consequence of our distance-based assumptions, recall we are discarding most of the short–distance trips and, in the empirical observation, those trips are a large share of the total. Surprisingly, potential flows and sensor counts are in the same magnitude, despite the significant difference in the number of trips between potential and actual demands. This is a consequence of the various route choices used in the empirical vs. the empirical observations.
planned scenario. In the empirical demand, these are fairly constrained to the existing bike routes (as shown in Fig. 2(f)), which show high use captured by piezoelectric while in the potential demand, the use of alternative routes is possible.

3.3. Spatial clustering of the bike potential demand

In many complex networks, nodes cluster and form local sub-networks where their nodes are highly interconnected among themselves, called network communities. Detecting communities in mobility networks is an important problem, since it allows networks to be divided into coherent groups with high trip exchange, detecting those in an automatic manner, going beyond the static administrative subdivisions (Blondel et al., 2010). The usual measurement to quantify the quality of a network division is the notion of modularity, introduced by Newman (Newman, 2006). The modularity of a set of sub-network divisions or clusters reflects to what extent the density of links within groups is significantly higher than what may be expected in a random division with the same cluster sizes. Here, we examine the existence of communities in the potential demand by means of the so-called Louvain algorithm (Blondel et al., 2008), an algorithm that efficiently maximizes the resulting modularity of the resulting network communities.

Fig. 5 illustrates the network communities obtained based on the number of trips between nodes (towers) in the potential demand. Four spatially balanced communities appear naturally, they are composed of between 75 and 255 towers. As depicted, communities are organized around the Bogotá’s CBD, the point with overlap of the four communities, revealing the monocentric structure of the trips. When comparing to the spatial distribution of socio–economic strata (SES), surprisingly, there is good correspondence between the detected communities and the residential socio-economic segregation in Bogotá. The lower-income groups cluster themselves in the southernmost region of the city while the higher-income households locate in the northern area.

4. Intervention strategies via a percolation approach

Thus far, our methodology allows determining the potential demand at a local level. Accordingly, we could simply prioritize the road segments to intervene according to their flow, $w$. However, we would be neglecting the global connectivity, a fundamental attribute of efficient transportation networks. From a transportation planning perspective, this condition allows touring the entire city without leaving the network of bike paths, reducing the risk of accidents and preventing the appearance of borders that boost even more the segregation. But more importantly, global connectivity ensures complete access from any pair of points. To accomplish this condition, we introduce a quantitative framework based on percolation theory, which is very similar to the one developed by Li et al. (2015).

To give a glimpse of the core concept behind percolation theory, consider the following example. Assume a 2D square lattice where each link $i$ is assigned a random weight $p_i \in (0, 1]$. The lattice is initially empty and as the threshold $p_S$ is changing from 1 to 0, you add links having weights larger than $p$ ($p_i > p$), one by one. At a certain point in this process, after adding a link with weight $p_r$, a path of connected links from the top to the bottom of the lattice emerges, the so-called percolating cluster. Averaging over many configurations, the percolation theory questions what is the likelihood to find a percolating cluster when all links with $p_i \geq p$ are added. It is clear that in the case of a very high $p$ (too few edges are added), it is unlikely to find a cluster of links that connects the top and the bottom of the lattice. Conversely, in the case of a very low $p$, such a cluster is likely to exist. Interestingly, the transition from one case to the other is not smooth but very drastic. Above a certain critical threshold, $p_c$, a percolating cluster is very unlikely to
exist, whereas below the critical threshold it is very likely. At criticality, the network is said to percolate, i.e. the likelihood of a connection between top and bottom side jumps from almost 0 to almost 1. This concept can be transferred to our problem. If we add a bike-path link according to if its flow is higher/lesser than a threshold \( q \), we can try finding the minimum \( q_c \) for which a connected network of links spans across the city. Noticing that in our case the weights are demand driven and not randomly located.

Starting from the flow network of the potential demand, we first set artificially the flows of the existing links to a value higher than the maximum predicted flow. The aim of this step is to ensure that the existing network is present throughout the process. Then, for a given threshold \( q \), we classify a link \( e_i \) as “susceptible to intervene” when \( w_i > q \) and not for \( w_i < q \). In this way, given a \( q \) value, the bike path network to build can be defined from the potential flow network. For high values of \( q \), the network will be fragmented in small clusters. In the opposite case, for very low values of \( q \) the network will resemble the whole street network of the city. As said before, the goal is to find the maximal value of \( q_c \) at which the connected network spans across the city, i.e. there is a giant connected component. To find \( q_c \), we can vary the value of \( q \) and track the cluster aggregation process, see Fig. 6(a–e) (from (e) in counterclockwise). For example, for \( q = 3200 \), as shown in Fig. 6(e), there are five middle-size clusters, which evidence the existing network is not well–connected. As the value of \( q \) decreases, the 2nd-largest cluster (dark green) grows faster than the 1st one (pink), in such a way that around \( q = 2750 \) there is a big jump in its size (green line in Fig. 6(f)). Continuing with the process, at \( q = 1800 \) the size of the second-largest cluster becomes maximal and merges with the 1st-largest cluster. This marks the point at which the so far proposed links connect most of the existing network. However, the network is still not globally connected, we need to go to \( q_c = 520 \) to see how the southern branch connects and the giant component emerges (see Fig. 6(a)).

This can be better understood in Fig. 6(f). As \( q \) increases, the size of the giant component (G) decreases and the network start to fragment. The critical threshold \( q_c \) separates the fragmented phase from the connected phase of the traffic network. Thus, the network in Fig. 6(a) corresponds to the minimal network with a reasonable use that spans across the city.

### 4.1. Proposed bike paths

From the percolation analysis, the giant component represents the target bike–paths network to have in the city. For this information to be useful for practical planning projects, we need to distinguish three types of links: (1) existing links, (2) links already projected by the SDM and (3) links without bike–path but that already have one across the street. Subtracting these links from the giant component, we will obtain the proposed links for intervention. While the existing links are already identified, for the other type of links, we need to implement a set of geo–processing steps. The routine can be summarized as follows: First, we calculate a buffer of 50 meters around each node of the giant component network. Then, we do a spatial join and identify whether or not a node was further than 50 meters from a bike facility. Thus, a link is classified as a proposed link if both nodes that conform it are further than

---

**Fig. 5. Spatial clusters of bicycles potential demand.** (a) Spatial clusters of network communities areas extracted based on the number of trips between nodes (antennas) in the potential demand. Four main communities can be distinguished by color. (b) Spatial distribution of socio–economic strata (SES), from 1 to 6 going from lowest (1, south) to highest income (6, north-east). Surprisingly, there is a clear correspondence between our communities and those given by the residential socio–economic segregation. Maps were created using QGIS 3.4 software by (QGIS Development Team, 2019).
50 meters from a bike facility. The output of this procedure is a shapefile of the proposed bike network to built in the city, an useful element for transportation and city planners. In Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b), we can differentiate the existing, projected and proposed layers.

4.2. Characteristics per intervention Zone

In this section, we analyze the level of service of bike paths of two intervention scenarios for the communities depicted in

Fig. 6. Percolation of the potential flow network for Bogotá. (a–e) Proposed bike path network for five different q values corresponding to different states of connectivity. For clarity, only the largest clusters are plotted, e.g. pink (largest cluster), green (second-largest cluster), blue (third-largest cluster) and so on. (f) Size of the largest cluster (G) and the second-largest cluster (SG) of bike path networks as a function of q. Critical value, \( q_c \), is determined as the q value when G connects globally for the first time, i.e. around \( q = 520 \text{ trips/day} \). Thus, the network in (a) corresponds to the optimal bike path network indicated by the giant component using link flows of potential demand as threshold. Maps created using Gephi software (Bastian et al., 2009). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Proposed new facilities. (a) Existing and projected bike paths updated to 2019. (b) Proposed facilities are the remaining network after subtracting existing and projected links from the connected network obtained in the percolation analysis, pink lines here. Map created using QGIS 3.4 software by (QGIS Development Team, 2019). (c) Distribution of infrastructure for the different communities. Potential trips inside a community against (1) the kilometers of existing and projected infrastructure (light-color circles) and (2) the same but for the scenario in which the proposed bike–paths have already been built (full-color circles). (d) Sample images scrapped from Google Street View for proposed facilities. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
We propose a data science framework that identifies streets that are candidates for adding new bike infrastructure, taking into account potential bike flow and preserving global connectivity. To that end, we identify potential bicycle trips by coupling mobile phone data and GPS traces from a smartphone application for bikers. Different from the latent demand concept derived from survey data, our potential demand are the trips that could be done by bicycle, we filter the trips extracted from phone data by a distance.

Using percolation theory, we identified links from the street network that form a giant component and thus a well-connected bicycle infrastructure using the potential demand flows per link as a threshold. We obtained satisfactory results, first when comparing the estimated potential demand with survey and sensors data of bicycle demand. Second, we obtained reasonable bike paths extensions, when comparing the proposed bike infrastructure of our method with the existing and planned infrastructure of the secretary of mobility from Bogotá (SDM), our case study.

As mentioned in the outlook section, there are several avenues to enrich this framework. For example, by adding more information like unsafe areas in terms of crime, accidents and poor air quality. This would allow to prioritize interventions that take into account security measures that improve livability and overall well-being.

Finally, this is an open-source toolkit that has benefited from other open-source applications. The ultimate goal is to connect the data science community in projects that help cities with their bike facilities planning processes. It is a fully portable framework based on data from communication technologies and on-line maps. Far from being finalized, this may represent the beginning of a participative online community of bicycle advocates that could grow these ideas further helping in the ultimate goal of making our streets safer for those who ride.

4.3. Outlook: Intervention assessment via street imagery

In an effort to make a feasibility analysis of the proposed infrastructure faster for the eye of experts, we scrape images from Google Street View. We create an image database from all the links and use it as needed. Our outlook, is to automatize this process in an interactive software application for better decisions and assessment, that can open avenues for training artificial intelligence in computer vision for a better classification of the paths and integration of other data attributes such as accidents and crime.

For this method, we need to indicate the Google maps API where we want to take the images. Since each link from the proposed network has two georeferenced ends each, those are our selected coordinates to extract images. Other variants like links’ midpoints are also an option. Besides, other parameters like vertical angle from the camera can be set to get several images for various purposes. In Fig. 7(d), marked with labels (A) and (B), we present pictures of four pair of coordinates from the existing facilities and proposed. The remaining pictures in the same figure correspond to locations where we propose links for interventions. This is a small sample of a powerful tool that can be used to speed up planning processes in the information age.

5. Conclusions

In a data-rich reality, this work aims to open avenues for methods that support the planning of bicycle paths at urban scale. We propose a data science framework that identifies streets that are candidates for adding new bike infrastructure, taking into account potential bike flow and preserving global connectivity. To that end, we identify potential bicycle trips by coupling mobile phone data and GPS traces from a smartphone application for bikers. Different from the latent demand concept derived from survey data, our potential demand are the trips that could be done by bicycle, we filter the trips extracted from phone data by a distance distribution.

Using percolation theory, we identified links from the street network that form a giant component and thus a well-connected bicycle infrastructure using the potential demand flows per link as a threshold. We obtained satisfactory results, first when comparing the estimated potential demand with survey and sensors data of bicycle demand. Second, we obtained reasonable bike paths extensions, when comparing the proposed bike infrastructure of our method with the existing and planned infrastructure of the secretary of mobility from Bogotá (SDM), our case study.

As mentioned in the outlook section, there are several avenues to enrich this framework. For example, by adding more information like unsafe areas in terms of crime, accidents and poor air quality. This would allow to prioritize interventions that take into account security measures that improve livability and overall well-being.

Finally, this is an open-source toolkit that has benefited from other open-source applications. The ultimate goal is to connect the data science community in projects that help cities with their bike facilities planning processes. It is a fully portable framework based on data from communication technologies and on-line maps. Far from being finalized, this may represent the beginning of a participative online community of bicycle advocates that could grow these ideas further helping in the ultimate goal of making our streets safer for those who ride.
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